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Abstract
Despite diligent efforts made by the software engineering community, the failure of software projects keeps increasing at an
alarming rate. After two decades of this problem reoccurring, one of the leading causes for the high failure rate is still poor process
modeling (requirements’ specification). Therefore both researchers and practitioners recognize the importance of business process
modeling in understanding and designing accurate software systems. However, lack of direct model checking (verification) feature
is one of the main shortcomings in conventional process modeling methods. It is important that models provide verifiable insight
into underlying business processes in order to design complex software systems such as Enterprise Information Systems (EIS). The
software engineering community has been deploying the same methods that have haunted the industry with failure. In this paper,
we try to remedy this issue by looking at a non-conventional framework. We introduce a business process modeling method that is
amenable to automatic analysis (simulation), yet powerful enough to capture the rich reality of business systems as enacted in the
behavior and interactions of users. The proposed method is based on the innovative language-action perspective.
c© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Requirements’ specifications; Model checking; Business process modeling; Business process simulation; Modeling technique; Petri
nets; DEMO; Language-action perspective
1. Introduction
The important role of business process modeling in software intensive information systems explains the resurgent
interests in this field. Business process modeling will become even more crucial as these systems grow in scale and
complexity. Today many of these complex software systems are even driven by models [4]. This tendency is noticeable
with the growth in research on business process modeling that attracts more and more attention year after year.
In the current practice of software systems design, business process modeling is the basis of process-centric systems
implementations, especially Enterprise Resource Planning systems [25]. With their enterprise-wide focus, the current
software systems are not just an artifact, but a complex techno-social phenomenon that is hard to deal with by relying
on conventional methods alone.
The experience of the last two decades shows the failure of software system over and over again, due to poor
modeling. These systems fail not because of technical flaws, but because they do not adequately support the underlying
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business processes. According to a survey of IT executives conducted by the Standish Group [29], only 29% of
software projects succeeded, while 53% were challenged and 18% completely failed. As pointed out by these
IT executives, the primary reason for software projects being challenged or failing is poor conceptual modeling
(requirements’ definition). Surveys conducted every 2–3 years since 1994 by Standish Group shows consistently
that the primary reason for software projects being challenged or failing is poor conceptual modeling. This problem
has been echoed by other researchers e.g. Alexander and Stevens [5]. This all has set the beginning of a new wave in
conceptual and process modeling that has been seen as a prerequisite for successful software intensive systems design.
The renewed wave of research interests in process modeling in general, and process innovations in particular, is
referred to as the third wave [6,27]. This has led to the emergence of a large number of methodologies for modeling
and analyzing business processes. Many of these methodologies present rich design environments (tools, graphical
editors, library support), but lack theoretical rigor that should lead to accurate conceptual models and abstractions.
The fact that they do not have clear theoretical underpinning makes it difficult to objectively justify the models built
in them. Meanwhile, others have a clear conceptual foundation, but they are often lacking graphical expressivity that
could serve as an effective way of documentation and sharing among analysts and designers.
To contribute to fill in this gap, this paper seeks to address this situation by proposing a method based on the well-
understood theoretical foundation of the DEMO Methodology and on intuitive and easy to use graphical notations
based on Petri net formal semantics. The main contribution made by this paper is: design of original notations and
constructs for business process modeling, theoretically based on the transaction concept of the DEMO Methodology,
and graphically based on the Petri net formal semantics. The resulting models, based on the proposed methods, allow
automatic model checking and validation and are amenable to simulation and animation using Petri net token game.
DEMO – Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations (http://www.demo.nl/) – is a cross-disciplinary
theory that studies communication, information, and action within the context of an organization [10,13].
2. Research motivation
Business process modeling and designing is a complex and, thus, error prone task [14]. The research results
reported in this paper are mainly drawn upon the quality attributes of business process modeling that should serve
as a useful tool for software system design and increase the accuracy of the models designed.
As suggested in [20], there are certain quality attributes to which conceptual modeling should adhere. These authors
classify the quality attributes into three types, Syntactic, Semantic, and Pragmatic qualities. Syntactic qualities require
rules and grammar that drive modeling and prevent construction errors. In pragmatic qualities, strong emphasis is put
on executability of models, their visualization, simulation and animation. Many of the conventional methods do not
lend themselves to automatic analysis, thus their pragmatic quality is hindered. For example, UML models are often
translated into Petri net for analysis and simulation [15,16]. Similarly, EPC (Event-driven Process Chain) models
are translated into Petri net models for analysis [8]. Although, translation of diagrams or formal representations is
common and should not be viewed as a serious challenge, it requires additional rules and procedures that could
potentially compromise the model accuracy if not properly followed.
The following are some essential quality criteria and aspects to which a satisfactory business process modeling
method should adhere. These are the criteria which are the defining aspects for the method we will introduce later in
this paper:
- Syntactic quality: Models that can be automatically checked for syntactic errors. It is not a challenge to check
an ATM model that contains a few activities and directed arcs. But complex business processes are by no means 3–5
boxes and a few arcs. For example, the well-known reference model of SAP consists of 604 Event-driven Process
Chains that models the underlying business processes supported by the R/3 system [7].
- Pragmatic quality:Models that lend themselves to, e.g., simulation that allows one to study the dynamic behavior
of a process. Static models are of little pragmatic value compared to simulation models. The complexity of system
behavior, response to events, and impact of changes can be studied only when a model is enacted (simulated). Novice
analysts, users, business owners, and managers better understand if a process is animated and demonstrated to them.
The best models become transparent to their users, i.e., the users are able to “see through” the model, so that when
they manipulate the model, they appear to be interacting directly with the system.
- Expressivity capability: As ever, graphics are preferred over excessive text and concepts (a picture can
tell a thousand words). Graphical notations make models easy to understand, share, and communicate. However,
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diagrammatic representation makes models to quickly expand and occupy enormous space. Since real-life systems
are not an ATM example, graphical notations should allow for compact notation as well as for detailed representation
when needed. The notations should be consistent and homogeneous to reduce learning difficulties and intuitive
implementation of compactness (hierarchy).
- Theoretical foundation: A theoretical foundation that is field proven and leads to sound and rigorous models.
A marvelous modeling method may turn to be of limited practical value if it lacks a theoretical foundation, which
is well aligned with the method’s artifacts. Business process diagrams do not exist, they are created in a systematic
way based on the perception of the real world. This perception should be based on sound theoretical notions and
definitions.
- Adequacy features:Modeling methods are developed and used for certain purposes. In software systems design,
business process modeling plays a crucial role in understanding the business domain and serving as a system blueprint.
However, this crucial role is fulfilled only if the model captures significant and sufficient information to design an
adequate software system. If a model captures process flow, temporal course of activities, initiators and executors of
each activity and results created (output) by each activity, such a model should be a significant step towards increasing
the likelihood of adequate software system design. Namely, these are the aspects that we have implemented in the
method that we propose and will discuss later.
We believe that the proposed method along with its associated notations better meets the requirements that a
satisfactory method must meet in order to more effectively communicate the user requirements to the software system
designers. This method is made suitable and well aligned with the underlying conceptual notions it visualizes. Some
of the features that we hope this method excels in are: rich graphical representation, yet lending to formal analysis;
modeling not only actions’ flow, but also interactions; capturing the deep (nested) structure of business process;
naturally embedded hierarchy (compact modeling).
3. Related work
As stated, the proposed method of business process modeling is based on the theoretical concepts of the DEMO
transaction and graphical notations of Petri net.
Both the DEMO Transaction concept and Petri nets have been extensively studied in their own ways. The DEMO
methodology was developed by Dietz [10] and was further theoretically developed [11–13] and extensively applied in
real-life projects. The DEMO transaction concept attracted researchers because of its innovative approach to perceive
the reality of organizations as social systems. Application of Petri nets on the other hand attracted researchers for its
formal semantics, logics, and simple, but powerful grammar. There are a number of features that makes Petri nets a
useful tool for business process modeling. Aalst [1] identifies three good reasons (features and advantageous) of Petri
net possesses: formal semantics despite the comprehensive graphical representation; state-based representation instead
of event-based; abundance of analysis techniques. Process modeling techniques are ranging from informal techniques
such as dataflow diagrams to formal ones such as process algebra. These techniques are event-based modeling, while
Petri net approach is state-based modeling. However, a real business process modeling method based on Petri net
is still lacking. Real in the sense that business process is captured in its social context and is not separated from the
context of action (e.g., actors). Some examples of using Petri net for business process modeling can be found in [9,21].
More examples of research in this area can be found in a collection of papers in [2] and in the report of research
works at Eindhoven University [3]. Existing Petri net models are dominantly process or workflow oriented rather
than business processes that should entail interaction and communication of social actors. In the framework that we
apply Petri net, it is implied that the underlying system is of a social nature such as an organization where social
actors make requests, commitments, and negotiations in order to fulfill the organization’s mission. It is imperative for
accurate software system design to implement authority, responsibility and role of the users. Therefore, the emphasis
is placed on the social characteristics of business processes that better fits service-oriented organizations, i.e., this
method is well suited for service-oriented software systems with intensive interactions among agents and business
units.
However, before concluding this section, it is worthwhile to mention that extension and adaptation of Petri net for
business process modeling takes its analogies from other fields, where similar studies have been successfully tested.
Some examples of this extension and adaptation can be found in [23,24] to model manufacturing control software
systems.
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Fig. 1. Transaction: (a) sequence of three phases (detailed and compact); (b) with complex execution phase.
4. The transaction concept
According to the DEMO methodology [10,13], business transaction is a generic pattern of action and interaction.
Action is a productive act and represents an activity that brings about a new result. Interaction is a communicative act
involving two actor roles to coordinate and negotiate an action. The following are some examples of transactions:
- Applying for a new insurance policy: In this transaction the two roles played are a new member and an insurance
provider, and the new fact created is issuance of a new policy.
- Buying a plane ticket: In this transaction the two roles played are a passenger and a carrier, and the new fact created
is purchase of a new ticket.
- Arranging a medical examination: In this transaction the two roles played are a patient and a physician, and the
new fact created is treatment given to the patient.
The process in which a transaction is completely carried out consists of three phases (Fig. 1a):
- Order phase (O), during which an actor makes a request for a service or good towards another actor. According to
DEMO, this phase represents a number of communicative acts or interactions. This phase ends with a commitment
(promise) made by the second actor.
- Execution phase (E), during which the second actor fulfills its commitment by preparing the service or producing
the good. According to DEMO, this phase represents a productive act.
- Result phase (R), during which the second actor presents the first actor with the service or good prepared. According
to DEMO, this phase also represents a number of communicative acts or interactions. This phase ends with the
acceptance of the service or good by the first actor.
These phases are abbreviated as O, E and R correspondingly, which constitute the OER paradigm [10,13]. Fig. 1a
illustrates a business transaction in detailed OER form and compact transaction form (T). Note that the order (O)
and result (R) phases are interactions, while the execution (E) phase is an action. These three phases are distinct
features that entails the discussed method as a business process modeling technique versus just flowchart modeling.
The three phases not only allow for the boundary of an actor (or business unit) to be clearly defined, but also to
depict interaction and action as a generic pattern involving (social) actors. Compared to UML, Flowchart, EPC and
other prominent modeling methods, the transaction pattern clearly identifies the social characteristics of a process
as discussed below. In conventional methods, a transaction would be reduced to only execution phase, undermining
information about the relevant actors and their roles, thus, ignoring the social characteristics of business processes.
From the three OER phases, the execution (E) phase is about changing the state of the production world and
bringing about new results. In practice, an execution phase may require a host of actions. This is especially true if a
transaction is nesting further transactions (component transactions). For example, a “mortgage processing” application
is carried out through initiation of many other transactions such as having the borrower to “arrange a mortgage
insurance”, “conducting the property appraisal” by an expert, etc. In this case, the execution phase consists of sub-
phases→ E{e1, e2, e3, . . . }, as depicted in Fig. 1b. Breakdown of the execution phase into sub-phases may be a result
of two cases. First, when the execution phase consists of a series of steps or acts, and the analyst wants to depict these
steps. For example, a recipe of cooking food (e.g., an egg) followed by a cook may consist of a series of subsequent
steps. From a process perspective, this type of breakdown is of limited importance. Second, when the execution
phase really consists of sub-phases and each sub-phase initiates and waits for a component (nested) transaction to be
completed. This type of composite execution phase is of highest interest, and the accuracy of a business process model
greatly depends on how completely these nested transactions are captured and represented. For example, admission
to a college entails a number of transactions, including fees/tuition payment, taking entrance examination, etc.
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Fig. 2. Process diagram of transaction: (a) detailed; (b) compact.
Fig. 3. Process diagram of transaction as a pattern of 4 acts/steps (adapted from [13], p. 20).
In the remainder of this section, we introduce a series of graphical constructs that are based on the Petri net
semantics and represent the DEMO notions. By introducing these elements, we address the aspects of syntactic quality
in modeling as well as the pragmatic quality.
As we stressed earlier, one of the strengths of the transaction concept is its consideration of social characteristics
of business process, i.e., the role of actors involved in a transaction. Each transaction is carried out by two actor
roles, see Fig. 2a and b. The actor who initiates the transaction is called the initiator of the transaction, and the actor
who executes the transaction is called the executor of the transaction. Since the Order (O) and Result (R) phases are
interactions between the two actors, their corresponding transitions are positioned between the two actors. This means
that the interaction phases (O and R) depend on the close participation of both actors. The Execution (E) phase is an
activity solely carried out by the executor and, therefore, its corresponding transition is positioned within the confines
of the executor. This two-role approach allows the transaction concept to become a practical modeling tool.
Fig. 2a depicts a business transaction using the Petri net notations, where each of the three phases (OER) is
represented as a transition (rectangle). In the figure, the start and the end places are marked by different circles.
These notations will be helpful when a complex process consisting of several sub-processes is modeled. In a compact
notation, these three phases are compressed into a single transition, called Transaction (T), see Fig. 2b. The compact
notation can be automatically applied to all simple transactions, transactions that do not nest further transactions. In
this case, the compact notation is placed within the boundary of the executing actor, while the initiation and ending
points are placed within the boundary of the initiating actor.
In fact, what we have focused on in this paper is the standard transaction pattern. For detailed and informal
transaction process, the reader is referred to [13]. According to the detailed transaction process, social actors in
organization perform two kinds of acts: production act (P-acts) and coordination acts (C-acts). By engaging in P-
acts, the actors bring about new results or facts, e.g., they deliver service or produce goods. Examples of P-acts are:
register a student into a new course; issue a ticket for a show; make a payment. By engaging in C-acts, the actors enter
into communication, negotiation, or commitment towards each other. Examples of C-acts are: making a request for a
new course; presenting an issued ticket to the customer. In fact, a transaction is steps of C-act→P-act→C-act that
correspondingly result in C-fact (e.g., commitment to register a student) and P-fact (e.g., do register a student). This
series of steps (C-act→P-act→C-act) constitutes the four basic acts (or steps) in a transaction: request, promise,
state, and accept (see Fig. 3).
The two-role approach was challenged by a number of researchers [17,19,31]. Critics of the two-role approach
introduced an alternative approach that can be defined as a multi-role approach or multi-responsiveness revealing
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Table 1
Transaction description in a structured language
Activity: An atomic process bringing about a new result (e.g., purchase a new policy)
Initiator Name of the role that initiates the transaction (e.g., member)
Executor Name of the role that executes the transaction (e.g., provider)
Result The result created as the transaction is carried out (e.g., a new policy is purchased/issued)
even more richness of informal social systems. The debate of multi-role versus two-role model actually confirms
the complexity and richness of social reality and that modeling is always some degree of simplification of this
reality regardless of how rigorous and powerful the applied concept and notations are. The social realities of
business organizations are rich and complex, and as Stamper [28] asserts, the formal systems we identify and
implement can only be small fragments of a system that is essentially informal. Thus, from the practitioner’s
point of view, we think that the transaction pattern better facilitates to construct a model that can have pragmatic
values — easy to communicate (share among analysts and users), transform, manipulate and experiment with
it.
In a more structured language, a transaction is described according to Table 1, where a transaction is portrayed
through the activity it entails, the initiator and executor of the activity and the result it creates. Since real business
processes are an arbitrary chain of transactions with the involvement of numerous actors, it is suggested to
conveniently denote transactions by the letter “T” and accordingly number them (T1, T2, T#), transaction phases
by both the transaction and the transaction phase (T1/O, T1/E and T1/R), and actors by the letter “A” and number
them (A0, A1, A#) or by the actor roles (e.g., customer, supplier).
Distinction is made between different types of transactions, simple, composite, and optional transactions. Actors’
interactions may be arbitrarily complex and nested. A complex process typically consists of numerous transactions
that are chained together and nested into each other. A Simple transaction does not involve (trigger) other transactions
during its execution, as illustrated above. It is carried out straightforwardly. In a composite transaction, on the other
hand, one or more phases will trigger further, nested, transactions. For instance, imagine actor A0 (e.g., a guest)
contacts actor A1 (a hotel receptionist) to reserve a room. We denote this “arranging a reservation” as Transaction
1 (or T1). The receptionist (A1) receives the request and checks the room availability, but in order to complete the
reservation, she has to ensure a payment by the guest (A0). We denote the “making a payment” as Transaction 2 (or
T2). For the receptionist to complete the reservation transaction (T1), first the payment transaction (T2) should be
completed. This process is represented in Fig. 4a in the form of a nested transaction. Notice that the Execution phase
of T1 now has two sub-phases or interactions, where each of the sub-phases is labeled with the transaction number,
lower-case letter “e” and the sub-phase number:
For example: T1/e1 denotes “first sub-phase of the Execution phase of Transaction T1”
The process illustrated in Fig. 4a starts with the receiving of a reservation request (T1/O) and checking the room
availability (T1/e1), then it waits for the payment transaction to get completed (T2), only then the Execution phase
concludes (T1/e2), let us say, by conveying a confirmation number to the guest. A close look at the reservation process
reveals that in fact, the payment transaction (T2) is carried out between the hotel and a credit card company. Thus,
the process rather involves three actors (actor roles): A0 (guest), A1 (receptionist) and A2 (credit card company). The
interaction process between the three actors forms a nested transaction structure, which reveals the deep structure of
business process usually ignored by conventional methods [13].
Despite many advantages, diagrammatic representation suffers from rapid increase in size. Models of real systems
become too large using diagrammatic representation. So, it becomes a concern of quality whether a modeling method
can cope with complex real-life systems. In dealing with this issue, we introduce the notion of composite (or
nesting) transaction graphically represented as a multiple (layered) rectangle. Any transaction that nests one or more
transactions can be represented through composite notation to keep the model condensed. For instance, as shown in
Fig. 4b, Transaction T1 can be represented by one composite notation, which not only conceals Transaction T2, but
also the role of actor A2. Very naturally, business processes are networks of simple and nested transactions that allow
analysts to construct hierarchical models in a natural manner without introducing any further rules or procedures. The
composite notation along with the compact notation keeps models more manageable and can be applied to any part
of a complex process for the sake of compactness or for spotlighting a specific part of the process while concealing
the other parts, thus, creating a natural hierarchical structure. This notion of nesting structure is especially helpful in
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Fig. 4. Nested transactions with three actors: (a) detailed; (b) compact.
Fig. 5. Standard Petri net of: (a) an optional transaction; (b) a decision state; (c) conditional link.
inter-organizational process modeling in which a whole process/sub-process within a business unit can be reduced to
a single composite transaction.
Another notion is of probability-optional transactions that may be executed depending on some conditions. To
indicate that a transaction is optional, a small decision symbol of diamond shape is attached to its initiation point
as illustrated in Fig. 5a. In order to transform this optional transaction construct into standard Petri net semantics, a
traditional XOR-split that could be modeled by one place leading to two transitions is used. It requires the addition of
a skip (dummy) transition as demonstrated in the figure (notice the tiny rectangle with no labels). A dummy transition
means that it has virtually zero duration and no resource utilization.
Finally, there are situations in which a process may halt and result in a forced termination. For example, if an
exception occurs, it may force the process to halt. This situation is modeled through a place identified as decision
point graphically represented by a decision symbol of diamond shape, see Fig. 5b. As it is seen, for the transformation
of a decision state into standard Petri net semantics, a traditional XOR-split that could be modeled by one place
leading to proceed or stop is used. Depending on the value of the state, the process either proceeds or terminates as
indicated by a place filled with a cross.
One more construct, introduced for practical purpose, is a conditional link (dotted arrow), as depicted in Fig. 5c. If
a conditional link is needed to connect two places (circles), then it should be represented with an addition of a dummy
transition (small rectangle). If it connects two transitions, then it should be added with a dummy place (small circle).
This enforces Petri net semantics of the overall model.
Using the constructs we discussed so far, complex processes with a large number of transactions (actors, actions,
interactions, and outcomes) can be conveniently modeled and illustrated. Based on what we have learned from
numerous case studies conducted, a fairly complex model can be built on a single sheet of paper using the proposed
notations. In order to achieve compact modeling, it is suggested that one often uses the compact notation of a
transaction in order to keep the size of a model better controlled. Two instances of such a compact modeling are
represented in Fig. 6. In the first instance (Fig. 6a), the nested transactions (T2 and T3) are initiated and executed in
sequence, where transaction T2 is an optional transaction that is executed only if its condition is true. In the second
instance (Fig. 6b), the two transactions are initiated and executed in parallel, where none of the transaction is optional.
Since both T2 and T3 are simple transactions, they are illustrated by compact notations.
Through these few simple constructs and mini-models, we aimed to introduce how the proposed method can capture
typical situations in a business process, provide sound concept based on communication, and ultimately contribute
towards more accurate business process modeling and consequently more adequate software system design. Fig. 7 is
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Fig. 6. A model with two nested transactions: (a) in sequence (with T2 being optional); (b) in parallel.
a quick reference to all the notations we have developed based on the notions of business transaction. Most of these
elements are used in the case study reported in the following section.
For field study, the introduced method has been applied to a number of life systems, including complex enterprise
software systems. One of the studies involved a large regional hospital undergoing extensive IT innovations — Grand
Medical Center. Among other applications, the hospital was planning to design a new application for patient admission
management. The proposed method was used to define essential requirements for the new system, graphically
represent the requirements, and build a verifiable model of the system. The actual description of the patient admission
process and the requirements’ definition process constitute several pages, the following section includes only the most
essential description.
5. GMC software system
5.1. GMC background
Grand Medical Center (GMC), the busiest medical center for its size in the United States. In 2005, with over 4000
employees and 750 physicians, the System provided care to almost 400,000 patients. In 2006, Grand Medical Center
received the HealthGrades R© Distinguished Hospital Award for Clinical ExcellenceTM, ranking among the top 5% of
the US hospitals for overall clinical performance. This recognition urged GMC to embark on extensive IT innovations
including a state-of-the-art patient admission management system, discussed below.
5.2. Patient admission process
In order to determine correct requirements and build accurate models, the researchers spent several days observing
the patient admission process. In addition, they studied existing documents and conducted interviews with the nurses
and other personnel. The following is a significantly abridged description of the patient admission process:
The admission process usually originates from a physician office. If decided to refer the patient to the hospital, the
physician office calls the hospital’s Admissions RN (Registered Nurse) to make arrangements, and contacts the patient
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Fig. 7. Notations of the proposed method.
insurance company, if any, to notify them of the admission request. In certain circumstances, the patient may need to
be transferred to another hospital (3rd party provider). If transfer is the case, the transfer is arranged by GMC via
ambulance and the patient’s insurance will be charged for the transfer fees. In normal circumstances, the Admissions’
RN arranges admission of the patient and notifies the physician office of the decision. After the admission is arranged,
the patient arrives at the hospital to be placed in designated unit. Upon patient’s arrival, the Admissions Clerk then
obtains the patient’s personal information and creates a new profile.
Once brought to the room, a Case Manager is assigned to the patient. The Case Manager does two things: verifies
that the insurance company was notified of the patient’s admission by the referring clinic and creates a new record
in the hospital information system (HIS) for future reference; the Case Manager also calls the contact person at the
insurance company and gives the clinical information needed to approve the patient’s stay, including the bed type.
The patient continues staying in the hospital until they get discharged.
After the patient is discharged, a claim is filed with the insurance company. If for any reason the patient’s insurance
company does not pay the patient’s entire bill, the hospital will bill the patient directly. In the case a patient has
problems paying the co-pay for the service, the patient can contact the Business Office at GMC and set up a payment
plan. If a patient has no insurance, they must contact the Financial Councilor in the Business Office. The Financial
Councilor interviews the patient and has them fill out forms for Medicaid and Medicare. The Financial Councilor
contacts FairTrial, an outside agency, to conduct an investigation of the patient’s financial status. If the patient is
found to be at or below the federal poverty guideline, the hospital will write off the patient’s bills. FairTrial, after
receiving a request for a case, sends an established invoice to the hospital to pay their fee, before they complete their
investigation.
5.3. Requirements’ specifications
Each software application enables a certain process or processes. The purpose of requirements’ definition is to
accurately capture all essential activities that should be realized as functionalities of the envisioned system to design
an adequate software application. At least, these essential activities should lead to a profound prototype with minimum
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rework. By analyzing the description of the patient admission process given above and applying the transaction
concept, we identify each essential activity of the process as a transaction. On the one hand, by a transaction we mean
an activity that cannot be skipped if the condition for its execution is true, on the other hand, each transaction involves
two agents/actors, an initiator and an executor. Based on thorough analysis of the above description, a number of
transactions were identified (see Table 2). These transactions include both internal processes and inter-organizational
processes. They collectively represent an enterprise system of complex inter-relationships.
Information of Table 2 helps to build a model that illustrates all the actors/agents and the activities they are
responsible to perform. Based on this table, a model is constructed that represents the GMC patient admission process,
see Fig. 8. Although the model is restricted to the most essential transactions, it is still a complex model. Therefore,
here we focus only on the patient placement and billing part. Skipping transactions T1, T2, T3, and T4, the rest of the
model can be read in the following manner.
the placement starts (T5/O)
with the patient request or arrival. Before completing the placement, GMC (admission clerk) requests (T6/O)
personal information of the patient to create a new profile. After the patient is placed into a designated room/bed, the
patient continues receiving healthcare until discharged, and
the placement ends (T5/R).
the insurance starts (T7/O)
with the case manager arranging approval of the insurance for the patient’s length of stay. By receiving the insurance
approval the process related to establishing
the insurance ends (T7/R)
the insurance claim starts (T8/O)
with GMC (business office) filing a claim with the insurance company. By receiving a payment made by the
insurance company,
the insurance claim ends (T8/R)
the billing starts (T9/O)
with sending an invoice to the patient along with information about the portion paid by the insurance company. The
patient may request to set up a payment plan (T10/O). However, this is an optional transaction that maybe skipped, if
the patient chooses to pay off the bill. After paying the invoice in full,
the billing ends (T9/R)
the dispute settlement starts (T11/O)
with GMC (business office) requesting investigation of the patient financial situation by a law firm (FairTrial). In
order for the firm to complete the investigation, they request (T12/O) GMC to pay their predefined fee. The firm’s
investigation may suggest write off the balance or the patient is qualified for reduced payment or other majors. By
presenting these findings,
the dispute settlement ends (T11/R)
6. Model checking and animation
Before drilling into the analysis of the method and drawing conclusions, this section demonstrates how the resulting
models can be automatically analyzed and animated, which is one of the main advantages of the introduced method.
Since the proposed method is based on the Petri net semantics, WinPeSim, a Petri net tool, is used to check the model
and study its dynamic behavior. The use of WinPeSim is merely explained by its simplicity. This tool can be used
only for simple and small models. For complex models and advanced analysis, it is recommended to use high-level
Petri nets tools (e.g., CPN Tool).
First, the GMC model is analyzed for syntactic correctness and checked for any loose ends, deadlocks, or conflicts.
Then, a series of experiments has been conducted to study the dynamic behavior of the model (see Fig. 9 for a
screenshot). As seen from the output report (left bottom corner of the figure), the analyzer indicates warning for
potential conflicts that concerns those points where decisions should be made between different options. For instance,
to select between pay off and payment plan. In the model, these conflicts are resolved through assigning certain
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Table 2
Transactions description of the GMC system
T1: Request Admission
Initiator Physician (Clinic Secretary)
Executor Admission RN
Result Admission request is granted
T2: Ask Insurance pre-Authorization
Initiator Physician (Clinic Secretary)
Executor Insurance Company
Result Pre-Authorization is issued
T3: Transfer Patient to Another Hospital
Initiator GMC (Admission RN)
Executor Another Hospital
Result Patient is transferred to another hospital
T4: Pay Transfer Fee
Initiator GMC (Business Office)
Executor Insurance Company
Result The transfer fee is paid
T5: Place the Patient into Corresponding Unit
Initiator Patient
Executor GMC (Admission Clerk)
Result The patient is paced into corresponding unit
T6: Create Patient Profile
Initiator GMC (Admission Clerk)
Executor Patient
Result The patient profile is created
T7: Arrange Patient’s Stay Approval
Initiator GMC (Case Manger)
Executor Insurance Company
Result The patient stay is approved
T8: File Insurance Claims For Clearing
Initiator GMC (Business Office)
Executor Insurance Company
Result Insurance claims are cleared
T9: Bill the Patient for Service
Initiator GMC (Business Office)
Executor Patient
Result The service bill is paid
T10: Set Up Payment Plan
Initiator Patient
Executor GMC (Business Office)
Result A payment plan is set
T11: Investigate the Patient Financial Status
Initiator GMC (Business Office)
Executor FairTrial
Result The patient is investigated
T12: Pay the Investigation Fee
Initiator FairTrial
Executor GMC (Business Office)
Result The investigation fee is paid
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Fig. 8. GMC patient admission system of enterprise span
probability to each option. These probabilities are derived from the statistics of cases over a certain period. Once the
model is analyzed and it has no flaws, then the model can be enhanced with animation features. A simple animation is
conducted through a token game, where tokens are moving from one actor to another throughout the process. Token
movement can be managed step-by-step, continuously, or using fast simulation. The step-by-step mode is useful when
discussing the model with users or process managers to verify the model.
For the purpose of communicating and discussing the models with end users, current Petri net tools allow for
more artistic and entertaining graphics such as cartoons to represent agents (or resources) and meaningful images
(entities) instead of tokens. All this is a matter of imagination and creativity of the modelers, but the main challenge
was, to produce a model that lends itself to automatic analysis first. In this work we addressed this challenge and
represented our model in such a way that it could be automatically analyzed. Once a model based on formal semantics
is developed, it creates opportunity for many interesting features to be added.
We do not aim for extensive analysis of the model. In this work, our purpose was to demonstrate how the proposed
method helps to build models for an envisioned software systems of enterprise span. We aimed to introduce a
method allowing building models that can be automatically checked for consistency, deadlocks, broken links or other
validation purposes. It is a starting point for many possible research directions and applications. For more advanced
analysis and effective modeling, analysts are advised to use high-level Petri net tools such as CPN Tool.
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Fig. 9. Screenshot of model checking when an animation is in progress.
7. Discussion of the proposed methods
To study and analyze the merit of the proposed method, in this section we try to highlight some aspects of it by
contrasting them to the deficiencies found in some prominent methods for business process modeling such as UML
(Unified Modeling Language) and EPC (Event-driven Process Chain).
Many frameworks have been introduced to study soundness and rigorousness of new methods. One of the most
widely used frameworks in the information systems community is by Hevner, March, Park and Ram [18]. As for
graphical aspects of a method, the framework suggests that graphical representation should be simple, intuitive,
and easy, but at the same time it should not compromise the adequacy and accuracy of the process representation.
Furthermore, this framework requires that methods containing graphical elements and constructs should be evaluated
using observational (e.g., case study) and experimental (e.g., simulation) methods. The observational approach proves
the applicability of a method in a given environment and category that is targeted by the method, e.g., software
systems. While the experimental approach proves whether models produced by the method can be checked, analyzed
and verified. The last one not only allows models to be checked for consistency, but it also eliminates syntactic errors,
illustrates dynamic behavior of models, and makes models easier to communicate.
The proposed method has been tested on both observational and experimental bases. To test the proposed method
in various real-life processes, case studies of different systems were conducted (pharmacy, hospital, online business,
university) and discussed among peer experts. Each of the models has been simulated to check the model’s accuracy,
and animated to show the end users whether the model correctly mimics their processes. The feedback received from
review by peer researchers and users significantly helped to refine and improve the method.
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The introduced model naturally captures both flow of activities and depth (nested structure) of processes, whereas
UML and EPC, the two most popular methodologies, represent process as a flow of activities. Furthermore, in the
proposed method the focal point is social actors and their roles in relation to actions and interactions. Moreover,
conventional models do not lend to automatic analysis or simulation. They are checked and analyzed via translation
to other formal diagrams using mapping procedures. For instance, UML activity diagrams are often translated to
Petri nets for checking the correctness of the models (e.g., see [15,16]), and several tools are developed to translate
UML diagrams to Petri net for further simulation. Also UML diagrams leave a flat, incomplete view of the user
activity. “Sequence and collaboration diagrams produce a dynamic view coupling user activity to the graphical user
interface functions and middleware but they do not translate well to end users during elucidation of use cases and
functional requirements” [22]. “Despite its recognition as a standard object-oriented modeling language, Unified
Modeling Language (UML) has been criticized for such deficiencies as semantic inconsistencies, vagueness, and
conflicting notations” [26].
Analogously, EPC models also require translation to other formal diagrams for checking the validity of the models
[8]. Since these methodologies do not produce executable models, it is hard to detect flaws in the model, especially
when the models get complex. In an experimental study of EPC models [8], the analysis showed that ambiguities
of EPC models result in faulty Petri net executions. In this regard, the superiority of the introduced method is its
expressivity as any flowchart or activity diagram and yet formal diagrams that can be directly analyzed and simulated.
Moreover, analysts do not need further model translation that itself may compromise the accuracy and adequacy of the
models, or cause additional sophistication by developing mapping procedures. Another feature of the proposed method
is its compact representation. For example, using UMLmethodology to produce the exact model shown in Fig. 8 (with
the same amount of information it contains), would require the following set of diagrams: use case diagram, in order
to capture the interactions (transactions); activity diagram, in order to capture process flow; collaboration diagrams, in
order to identify the interactions that each object has with other objects; statechart diagram, in order to represent the
different states that objects in the system undergo. Even with this myriad of UML diagrams, an analyst will still need
to translate these diagrams into some formal diagrams in order to check the model’s correctness and soundness. The
proposed method puts the identified transactions together as a whole model with time order and dynamic relationship,
where each transaction is a high-level requirement for an envisioned system that simply cannot be skipped or omitted.
From this point, building a prototype of an envisioned system is more realistic and will require minimum rework
rather than if a prototype is based on static diagrams.
8. Conclusion
This paper introduced an innovative method for requirements, specifications and process modeling for the purpose
of software system design. Requirements are specified in the form of transactions and graphically represented in
relation to each other constituting a model. A set of original graphical elements and a series of constructs have been
developed. The driving motivation behind this research was the two types of qualities to which modeling methods
should adhere: syntactic quality and pragmatic quality. Therefore, the resulting models deploying these constructs
lend themselves to formal analysis on the one hand and visual simulation on the other hand. One of the paramount
benefits of simulation is to communicate models among analysts, designers and users. As for the end users, the most
effective communication tool is the animation model, where processes and activities are visualized and supported with
more meaningful entities and cartoons.
In effect, the modeling constructs described in this paper represent a mini-library of applied interaction concepts.
These interaction concepts are intended primarily for use in modeling business processes for the purpose of software
system design. Furthermore, this paper tackles some novel directions, into which these results can be extended. The
findings of this paper are not sufficient, but essential for the software engineering community to grasp ideas from
non-conventional frameworks such as Language-Action Perspective. As Te’eni [30] states, the software systems we
develop should play a role in enabling effective communication within an organizational or business context. In order
to achieve this, the underlying model should draw a balance between relationship and action, cognition and affect,
message and medium.
If a business process model captures process flow, all core activities, initiators and executors of each activities,
timely order of activities, and results created (output) by each activity should be a significant step towards increasing
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likelihood of adequate software system design. The method proposed in this paper is mainly focused on these aspects,
and therefore it highlights the importance of business process modeling in software system design.
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